Satyans meet the
real heroes of India
Celebrating Army Day as well as Republic
Day at Dholewal Military Complex filled
the Satyans with true patriotic fervor. The
otherwise quiet army camp at Dholewal
was abuzz on 18th January, 2019.
A group of excited students from Sat Paul
Mittal School lapped up everything that the
camp had to offer — from speeches of
army officers to architectural and arsenal
marvels. The purpose of the visit was to make students understand how our Armed
Forces function and to learn from their values and discipline. The visit also made
students understand the importance of taking responsibility, dedication and
commitment towards one's goal.
About 30 students from Class 8 got a feel of the camp, how it works and popped
some career related questions before army personnel. It was indeed a proud
moment to see how self-sufficient our Army is. The students saw the working of
battle machines. Two military soldiers guided them about the military equipment,
and the working of military guns like MP9 weighing 6 Kgs, Carbine weighing 4.64
Kgs, AK47 weighing 3.72 Kgs, colorful gun known as INSA SAHIBAL weighing
6 Kgs etc. A machine called Indigenous and Anti-aircraft weighing 30 Kgs
grabbed the attention of our Satyans as it was an effective machine used during the
war. They were amazed to see that it could be rotated to 360 degree, taking 300
rounds in a minute with the capacity of firing everywhere in the air.
The students were all praises for the extraordinary valour of soldiers to stay in a
state of constant mobilization and combat readiness. Their determination and
dedication is worthy of the highest appreciation and their allegiance to the defense
of India is an ideal for all our fellow citizens.
Students were overwhelmed to witness the rigid regime followed by the soldiers.

